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ik the Consultative
Group meetinin October 1974, members took up
1.
the problem of classifyinn
and defininr
the terms commonly used throu%out
the CG system to describe
the various
kinds of programs in which the interThis discussion
took
national
ajiricultural
research centers are engaged.
"Structure
and
Finance
of
Off-Campus
Pctivities,‘
place under ,'\,c,enda Item 5b,
of the centers
but it broadened out to cover the :.Ziole range of activities
restricted
core
and
special
projects.
which are most commonly clescribed
as core,
This note is in response to the request voiced at that meetin? that the Secretariat
prepare a backeround paper on this subject
for the July lo75 meetins
The subject
has been discusset
at TAT, meetings
of the Consultative
Group.
An earlier
version
of this paper was
in Y'ebruary 1974 and February lP75.
made available
to TAG for this second discussion.
The note elaborates
some of the definitions
given in the July 11, 1974
2.
Secretariat
paper on budgeting
and Accountinr
Practices
of International
particularly
those activities
funded by other
Agricultural
r:esearc!x Centers,‘
definitions
are
hased
on the cenThese
than contributions
to core program.
ters'
descriptions
of their
activities
follo~ring
the Secretariat
request for
details
of their
off-campus
activities.

Yhilst
this paper focuses on the definition
3.
propriate
here also to define the kinds of fundin?
The following
terms are currently
in use.

of proTrams,
used in center

it is apoperations.

(a)
Lnrestricted
This comnrises con___ -_.I-I------_--core fundine
-___2'
tributions
from donors within
the Consultative
Group to
support both the capital
and operational
costs of the
center for its approved program and budget.
(b)
Restricted
core fundinp
T:nis comprise5 con~------------_---------A'
tributions
to an identifiable
activitv
of the center by
a particular
donor.
At any one center,
several
donors
may support with restricted
funds several
core activities.
The costs and scope of a core activity,
supnorted hp restricted
funds? are agreed between the center and the
donor.
I'& budget carries
its share of overheads of the
activity
a,nd these overheads are shown as earned income
by the center.
Restricted
core funding is shown as part
of the overall
contribution
of the donors to the CG svsten.
Grants for both unrestricted
and restricted
core are on an
annual basis but contributions
restricted
to a particular

-2-

activity
may carry an intent
of fundino for more than one
year.
Core activities
whether financed
by unrestricted
or restricted
contributions
are undertaken as part of a
center's
mandate and are reviewed by the TAC.
fundinE
Cc> Specialgroj_ect
____
:--- ____.___
~_.-_i
___. This cwrises contributions
by a single donor to an identified
activity
The
for a li:?ited
time span, commonly 3 to 5 years.
budget carries
a proportion
of overheads an? these are
Specia!. project
s:lown as earned incoine by the center.
funded prograns are not shown as a nart of the overall
contribution
of the donors to the CC, svster
and they are
not reviewed by the TAC.

As Fiven in the budgeting
and Accountinr
4.
(paragraphs 3 to 9), center program activities
"Lx prosram is
to proqress toward
A.

a set of organized
defined objectives.

Paper of Julv 11, IQ74
are defined as follows:
activities

designed

Core
Proaram -------CL-.-

is a set
(1) The core pro-,ram of a center or institute
of lony-term
activities
desi.gzed to progress toward the center's
fundamental objectives
in research an! training,
as
described
in a basic statement
approved by the center's
covernine Soard (which some centers refer to as their
-'mandate'.).
The hallmark
of the core program, so far as content is concerned,
is that it represents
the initiative
of the center and carries
the approval of the governing board.
So far as finance is concerned, the core program is funded by several donors (often
eight or more) .
"(2)
The core program need not be confined to headquarters
of an institute.
A core program may be carried
on
away from headquarters
and even outside the host country,
by
an institute's
own staff,
by contract
with another research
organization
or laSoratory,
or by other cooperative
arrangements with national
or regional
institutes
(sometimes called
linkacesi
although this term seems to be obsolescent).
(3)
P. core program may consist
of a numher of different
activities
aimed at different
research questions
or action
targets.
may he referred
to as programs or
These activities
program elements: centers sometimes call them .'thrusts."
A
multiple-crop
center,
for instance,
is considered
to have a
crops) with which
program for each crop (or proup of related
its activities
are concerned (e. s., the Grain Legumes Inprovement Pro;:ram of IITA).

1..
!I.

Special
.._
-.- ----

ProJects
.- -- -

(I)
Special projects
usually
are highly
specific
in
purpose and limited
to a definite
span of time.
Yhey are
often financed by a single
donor, and may or may not he
continued or renewed when the donor's support comes to an
end.
"(2)
In contrast
to the content of a core program,
the content of a special
project
is often stipulated
by
T!lc project
ust~ally conthe donor and/or by the client.
of nakino practical
use of a centerfs
sists,
basically,
research results
or its expert staff
in a single
country
(which may or may not be the center's
host country).
::(3)
A large class of special
projects
is composed of
These typica1l.y
are programs of technioutreach programs.
cal assistance
hy the personnel of an international
institute
to research or extension
efforts
in a developin:
country,
carried
out under a contract
vith
the recipient
country and financed by that country with the ilelp OF an
outside donor or donors."
defined
5.
Yhilst
core programs and their sources of funding are clearly
and the activities
of all centers folloTJ a consistent
pattern,
the work under
special
projects
tends to be more diverse
and to cover a wide rance of activiTi-te central
point
ties.
many of which are at the fringe
of a center's
mandate.
There
is the nature of the activity
rather than its location
or its fundinp.
are indeed enon+ variations
in the usacre of such terms as "outreac?'
? 'delivery'
'network
to \:rarrant attempts
at Setter
definitions.
The examples to follow
will
sho1~ that boti core activities
and special
projects
take place 30th !'on
campus and "off campus".
Furthermore,
the same activity
mgy be funded in
either way by different
centers or it may he funded partly
tbrou-h "core" and
partly
throur,h "special
projects".
Since it is this aspect of centers'
activithe remainder of t\is
discussion
ties which appear to cause the most confusicn,
on terminolof,y
concentrates
on defining
non-core activities
and off-ca:ynlIs
activities.
Cooperative
on-carpus'
nrojects
- . - .-._- . - -....- - -_--.e__.-- researc:l
.-.-.---.- ---.-L-.
_-__.
These may be definecJ as a group of activities
6.
vides facilities
for a special
project-funded
activity
based wholly on the center.
Examples are:

in &ich
the center
wit? an aoreed life

(a)
Specialist
documentation
services
like the Cassava
Information
Center at CTAT funded hv TTIRC; Agricultural
Economics and Development for Latin America funded 17~ Ford
Foundation.
Other documentation
services
are planned at LIST.

prosoan,

,

(b)
Special
development projects
such as the macW.ne~
funded by I!SASIZ, and the ?xrain
project
at IRRI, originally
storage project
at JITA funded by EN?. The degree of center
participation
in these varies
from the minimum, e. 2. provision
of land., to close participation
and proposals
for
eventual
interration
into the center's
program.
(c)
Special
research projects
in which a research institute
or university
sets up a research prorram on the center
The project
provides
staff
(paid for directly
by the
campus.
The center provides
sponsorins
institute),
equipment.
etc.
space and presumably some equipment and assistant
staff.
The COPP propram
at fITA
is an examnle of this:
t’?e Texas
A 5 .! group at CUT is on the same basis.
T3B has orovided
additional
(d)
Special
training
courses.
funds to CIAT to run special
courses in animal production.
Provision
of funding for graduate thesis work is provided
at
some institutes.

(e) A project to work on an urgent problem which an
international
center is particularly
qualified
to handle and
on which a substantial
advance towards a solution
is likely
within
a limited
tine (e. g. IITA's
program on bacterial
blight
in cassava).
(f)
Short-term
holdinp
operations,
pendint
the permanent
assignment of a research problem to the international
center
which will
have the Long-term responsibility
for it:
sorphur:
research at CI:ZNT which will
eventually
pass to ICRISAT is
an example.
contract
research *-._-proiects
-coserative
"off-campUs"
___-.__.^-----.."
-.-- - .-.--------.-..--_---._-_
.--. This may be defined as a froup of activities
carr ied on at an inst itute
7.
m2y he funded as speof advanced study on behalf of a center.
T?:ese activities
cial projects
or as part of the core pronram of a center.
Yxamples are:
(a)
institutes
contracts

Research contracts
financed by the centers
at
in Zurope and 'Tort5 America.
CIP has 11 such
financed
out of its core budget.

at institutes
financed ??y
(h) Kesearch contracts
the Zovernment or a private
agency of the host country.
The ?.ockefeller
Foundation
funds :Jork at Kansas State
and Oregon State of interest
to CT!??YT and work at
Xinnesota
linked
to CIP.
The IT. IL. funds work at
Sirmin;r'naa ilniversity
for CIP.

- 5 Cooperative
"off---camps"
- _ I . - ._,-_.- - - -.- -- -- -..- ------research
.----.-and
-.w--..
development
- - __.-.-.---

proiects
--

This may be defined as a group of activities
in which host countries
8.
materials
or apricultural
systems
play a major role designed to test centers'
or to strengthen
national
research programs to hasten the spread of such
materials
or modified
versions
of them.
Such activities
are various'ly
described as outreach.,
'delivery",
"'network'i systems.
The initiative
for
these projects
may come from the center,
e. q., requests
for sites
for testing
their materials
or tecllniques,
from a host country or from a host country
collaboratin;
with a donor in a relationsiip
which the center contracts
to
provide services
specified
and funded by the client
country and the donor.
Examples of this kind of activity
are:
(a)
Cooperative
nurseries
testinn
nel:7 varieties.
The host country nay receive
technical.
support only in
the For3 of visits
from the center or it ~'ay have
staff
T? e
or additional
help as in parn:r+
6 (c) above.
nursery
testin?
proqram is usually
core funded.
(i-i) At national
research
centers rivinp
neneral
an example of this is tl:c ti?ree-Vrrn
research support:
CTAT team at ICTf'cI?,Guatemala.
Possibly
IITA may ultimately do the same under its farming systems nroqran.
CIYYYs' teams in -?ortb Africa,
thouzh designated
as whent
teams. work on wheat/le~ume
cropping
systems.
IPISA'T
will
work at research stations
in Xest I"frica
on farAn?
sys tens.

Cc) At crop research centers
crop.
Teams nay vary from one to
CM.53or more man-teams are provided
the Far Cast, by CII'!JIYT, mostly in
and ICRISAT in hfrica.

workinp on a specific
several
scientists.
by IRRI, mostly in
Africa,
and by IITA,

(d)
At one center but servinz
a region,
i. e., as
part of a reFiona1 network.
CIP has developed this
approach whereby the "potato!'
world has heen divided
into seven regions:
South America, Central
America,
tropical
Africa,
ifiddle
East and :!orth Africa,
noni'lti,Arab Yuslim countries,
India,
and S.E. Asia.
mately,
3 scientists
will
be stationed
in each region,
many of whom will
be core funded, but some financed
through special
funds.
CIWYT is developinfr
a similar
program for wheat and maize.
(e)
At sister
centers
The CI1WYT/CIAT arrangement
gram is an example of this.

as part of a "relay"
system.
at CIAT for the maize pro-

-6extension
Co-operative
"off-caDus"
- __-.__ -.---------.-.-.--.-.--- . -.r .---- - -.-

and deliveg-Jm~~e~-tz

‘? .
This croup may he defined as activities
in which
association
with appropriate
agencies of the host country
Examples are:
materials
or new techniques.
(a)
production

IITA's
collaboration
program in ??igeria.

(b)
the Zaire

IITA's
work
Government).

on cassava

in

a center works
to d.emonstrate

the accelerated
in Zaire

(paid

in
new

food
for

by

(c)
CIIfXYT's farmer demonstration
plots on maize
and wheat in a number of countries
where it is operatin:: . Other centers probably
do likewise
without
sneIt would apnear that the teams
cifically
reporting
so.
provided
under 8 (c) are mostly responsible
for thLs.
(d)
CI?T‘lYT has made a survey
of farmer acceptance
of new varieties
of wheat in a number of countries.
IX?1 has also studied
the impact of new varieties
in the
Yhilippines.
Some staff
in this activity
may be core
funded and some provided by the host country.
Consultant
.- _.__- -- ._.. -- Services
-.-_-- .--.staff
undertake
This may be defined
as an activitv
in whic.h center
10.
short-term
visits
to advise national
prozrans.
Sane centers,
e P. CIBT,
provide
teams to act in an advisory
capacity
to national
production
programs.
CITWYT staff
(core funded) travelled
about 2,599 man-days in 1974.
Cove of
this
appears to have involved
advice to national
programs.
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